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Introduction
 Goal: objection categorization in real-world scenes.

 Problem Definition
 Training: Given a collection of images of an object category,

learn an implicit shape model using local appearance patches.
 Testing: Input an unknown image, segment object(s) based on

the category model and label the object.



Advantages of this Approach

 Greater flexibility: does not need to see every possible
articulation in the training set.

 Smaller number of training examples.
 Handle multiple objects in a scene.
 Significant recognition improvement.



Recognition Procedure



A Codebook of Local Appearance

 Generate a codebook of local appearances for one
category.
 Extract patches of 25 by 25 pixels by Harris corner detector.
 Cluster clusters pairwisely: Merge C1 and C2 when their

similarity is larger than a threshold.
 For each cluster, compute its center and store in the codebook.



Implicit Shape Model

 Use the codebook to define an implicit shape model.

       is the codebook for the category C.
        is a spatial probability of where each codebook entry

may be found on the object.
 In other words, for each patch, we store all the

positions it was activated in, relative to the object
center.



Recognition Procedure

 The probabilistic framework is equivalent to a
generalized Hough transform.
 For each observation e that is extracted at location l, it can be

matched with a set of entries { I } in the codebook with
probability:

 For each codebook entry, it casts votes for the center of the
object:

 Hence, the vote for object       and center location       is:

 Hence, the total votes for object        at location     is:



Segmentation Procedure
 Given the object and center location assumption, determent if a

pixel belongs to object or background:

 Define a likelihood ration



Solution for Multiple-Object Scenes

 Problem: If enough support is present from parts of
multiple objects, multiple hypotheses are generated.
 Pro: Handle occlusions.
 Con: False hypotheses.

 Solution: A minimal description length (MDL) criterion.
Best encoding is the one minimizing the total description length for
the model and error.



Summary



Experiment Results



Pedestrian Detection in Crowded Scenes
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Problem Formulation

 Training:
 Multiple sequences of individual persons with

different backgrounds and appearance.
 Select “good” frames, and learn the

appearance model.
 Testing:

 detect multiple pedestrians in an image with
partial occlusion.



Recognition Procedure
 A Grimson-Stauffer background detector to cut the

pedestrians in the training sequences.
 A scale-invariant implicit shape model to describe

the pedestrian model.
 Hypothesis verification for multiple objects.



Application-Oriented Optimization

 Improve local implicit model with Chamfer matching:
 Distance transform. On a binary
feature/non-feature image, DT
computes for each pixel the distance
to the nearest feature pixel.
 Cut out the segmented region and normalize the region
 Apply Canny detector and compute the distance transform.
 Fit an optimal silhouette on the distance-transformed image



Experiment Results
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